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Introduction-
The algebraic study of replaceability and computationa-l equivalence

relations on finite distributive lattices was initiated in [1] and [2], with the
analysis of monotone boolean circuits ln mind, As explained in [2],
replaceabiiity and computational equivalence are meaningful concepts in a
general algebraic setting, and our purpose in this paper is to explore
generalisations, extensions and analogues of the resu-lts of [2] in several
diflerent algebraic conLexts.

Though the resulls described and illuslrated : below are of an abslract
algebraic nature, and possibly have no direct computational application, they
help to put the ideas considered in [2] into a wider perspective, and are
motivated by computational considerations in a broad sense, The study of
monotone boolean circuits has shown how replaceability can be helpful both as a
tool for developing new algorithms and for proving lower bounds (cf,
[3],[?],[11] [12]), and it is reasonable to envisage similar applications in other
areas, The fact that some aspects of computational equivalence for semigroups
have already been studied in connection with the theory of syntactic monoids
(see e,g. [9], [10] and It3]) suggests, at the very least, that applications canbe
profi tably sought elseruhere,

As mentioned in [2], computational equivalence is uninteresting for
algebras such as groups in which congruences with singleLon equivalence classes
are trivial, and this may be seen as limiting the scope for useful application, In
view of this, it is worth emphasising that the most appropriate setting for
studying a class of computations may in practice be an algebra with less
struclure than it might at first appear. For instance, whi-lst it may be helpful to
regard the computation of a monotone boolean function f(x1,x2, . . . , xJ as the
computation of an element in Lhe free distritrutive lattice FDL(n). it can be
unrealistic in as much as the word problem in FDL(n) ("given monotone formula
g(xr,xz, . . .,xn) and h(x1,x2, . . .,xrr), do g and h represent the same element of
FDL(n)?") is NP-hard (cf. g3 ). In eflect, computations take place within an
algebra of representations of elements of FDL(n) by monotone boolean formula
which can possibly be modelled more failhfully by an alternative algebraic
sfructure,

The paper is in five sections. In $1, we give essential preliminaries. In $'s 2
and 3, we consider how tar Lhe results in [2] can be generalised to arbitrary
finite lattices, and describe Lwo difierent methods by which replaceability and
computational equivalence relations can be determlned. In $3, we describe a
simple algorithm which decides the validity of a given replaceabiliLy relation
between elemenls of a finite lattice L in time polynomial in the size of the
Iatlice, and show that non-repiaceability of monolone boolean functions is NP-
complete. In $5, we consider some aspecLs of computational equivalence and
replaeeability in particular firrite commutative semigroups. As a corollary, we
obtain a curious characterisation of replaceability in a finite distributive latlice
in terms of replaceability in the associated meet- and join-semilattices.

The proofs in $'s 2 and 3 are due to John Buckle.



$1. Replaceability and eomputational equivalence.

For convenlence, we include a few basic definitions and results on
replaceability and computational equlvalence, For more details, see [2].

Suppose that A is an O-algebra generated by ar,az, . . . , an, and that F c A. A
preorder relation trF associated with F is defined by h trp g (also wrillen g !p h,

and read: h may replace g with respect to computation of F) if for alt f in F:

"if wis an O-word such that w(g,a1,a2, ..,aJ =f, then w(h,at,a2,,.,,a") = f".
T?rat is, for each f in F, an O-formu-la over A which represents f in terms of g still
represents f when g is replaced by h.

The elements g and h are corrqrutationollg equLuolenf modulo F (written
g LJF n/ 1I1

g 3phaJIdhlpg;
the relation lF then deflnes a partial order on the computational equivalence
classes of Ep. If F=lfj, it wiLl be convenient to aidte try for l-p, and trI1 for
Ep.

I-emma 1.1-

If f € F c A, then 31 respects the operalions in 0 on A;

lf o € 0 has arity k, and g1 =r I\ f or 1<i<k, then

o(gr, ga,. .., gi.) l1 c.r(hr, hs, . , hr.)

and fF = O[ ]r lf €Fl.
Moreover: EJ1 is an O-congruence on A, and tri' = f) I trr lf € F i.

If a is an equivalence relalion on a set S, and the equivalence 
"tu"= 

of ,
contains a silgle element, s will be called soli{ory u'nde'r d., or simply soli,taty
where the equivalence relation is clear from the context

Lem-ma 1.2-

trF is the unique maximal preorder relation onA respecting the operations
in0 such tbat all elements inF are minimal (i.e: iJf€Fandgfpf,theng=f.)

trF is the unique madmal O-congruence on A such that each f in F is
solitary.

Lemma 1.2 shows that computatlonal equivalence is a trivial reiation ln the
context of many choices of Fl. For instance, if A is a group or ring, a congruence
class wi.ll be a coset of a subgroup containing 2 or more elements in a non-trivial
case. However, where computational equivalence is trivial, the preorder by
replaceability may still be of interest. This is the case, for example, in boolean
Iattices (cf. l2l).

In view of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3, it will su-ffic e to consider computational
equivalence and replaceabiiity modulo a single element. The above observations
then suggest some natura.I questions. For a given class of algebras, it ls of
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interest to determine general principles for computing replaceability and
computational equivalence relations, and to seek characteristic properties of
the partially ordered algebraic quotients which result. A detailed theory of this
type has been developed for finite distributive lattices, and is described in IZ].
Our interest here is in presenting some preliminary resr:lts on other classes of
algebras for which a non-trivial theory can be developed, viz. finite lattices and
certain c ommutative semigroups.

$2. Computational equivalence in tinite lattices in terms of jointrreducibles-
In this section, computational equivalence and replaceability in finite lattices is
described in terms of sets of join-irreducibles, Ttre results in this section
generalise theorems relating to distributive latLices proved in IZ], in particular
Cor. 3.4, (For iattice theoretic background, see lb] or [B]).
IleffnitiqDs.

if L is a firrite lattice and f € L, then p(f) and e(D are defined as

P(f) = | p is a join-irre ducible | ! ucf :p is minimal subject u-p=f I

Q(f) = [ q is a meet-irreducible | : u>f :q is maximal subjecl u^q=f j

By definition, V p e P(f) & V x<p:p tr1 x, because p is minimal such that p-p=f
forsomeu€L. Similarly, v q e e(t) & v x>q:q trr x.
Lemma 2. 1:

Letf € L, a finite lattice, then f = vp(f) = Aa(O
Proof:

Choose P such that WP = f is arl jfredundant representation for f as a join
of join-irreducibles. The lemma ls proved by defining a sequence of sets of join-
irreducibles Po=P, Pl, . . . , Pk such that f = Vpr irredundan y for E0, andpk ,- prl+\

Suppose that Po,Pr, . . . , pi have been defined, and that pi + p(f), Then for
some p in Pi, -zcp suchthat z- V (Pi\lpl) = f. Let z=Vp' be an irredundant
representation for z as a join of join-irreducibles, and define pi+r to be a subsel
of P'gPr\[p] such that f- VP+l irredundan y. Only a finite sequence of
subsets Po,Pl,...,Pk can be generated in this way, since chains of join-
irreducibles in a finite lattice have finite length.

A similar arglrment is used to prove f = A Q(f).

Define Ps to be the set of maxima.l elements of P(f), and e to be tire ""t of
minimal elements of Q(f). Obviously VPy = VP(f) = f . The definition of the set
Ps coincides with the definition of prime implicants of a function when the lattice
is free distribulive. If the lattice is modular, then p1 can be alternatively clefined
AS

Pr = I p I p is join-irreducible and maximal subject to f ucf :u-p=fi
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To see that the definitions are equivalent it will suffice to show that no element
less than p € P'r can replace p. Suppose x<p and p fJ x; since p € P'r there exists
u<f such lhat u-p=f. Hence x-u=f because p 11 x. Therefore p = p^f = p^(x-u)
= (p^u).x by modularily (x <= p). However p^u<p and p is a join-irreducible,
hence x=p.

For any join-irreducible p and meet-irreducible q:

F'= [ q I q is maximal subject to q$p i

8 = t p I p is minimai subject to pgq I

Obviously p is a set of mee t-irreducibles and q is a set of join-irreducibles, Also
for aly element x, p$x if and only if I q e p:x<q and dually. If F is a set of
irreducibles, thenFwilbe usedto denote g_I, and FP = [f €Ele e F]. Let F be

i€!'
a set of join-irreducible, deflne a sequence of seLs of join-irreducibles
Fo,Fr, , . . , F1 via Fo=F, Ft*r = FtUFtz. Lel F'= Fk where Flrr=Fr. (This is bound to
occur since there are only a finite number of join-irre ducibles and the sets are
non decreasing.)

For any set of join-irreducibles F, let F[x] = [y e F ly<x].
The next proposition shows that in a modu-lar lattice the - function is

reflexive in that p € q <+ q € p. Hence Fz > F and F' = Fft for some k.

Proposition 2.2:

If M is a modular laltice and p a join-irreducible and q a meet-irreducible in
M, then

p€q if and only if qep.
Proof:

Suppose p e Q, then p is a minimal element 4q, hence p>p^q. To prove
q € F it will su-ffice to show that p-q>S, hence q is a maximal element {p.

Choose x such that p-q>x and )eq. Then by modularity
x = x^(q-p)-q-(x^p)=q Hence x=q and p-q5-n.

The case tor q e p is similar.

Let )1 be a pre-order deflned on a finite lattice L by:

g )1 h <+ Pi[e] c Pi[h] ana Qi[e] > Qiltr]

where f ,g,h € L.

Lemma 2.3:

The pre-order >t respects ^ and v on a fnite lattice L, le if g,h e L:

(Va e L) B>rh + ( u^g >, a^h and a.g >, a-h )

Proof:

>r respects ^: Assume g >rh: then Pi[e] c Pi[h] ana Qi[e] I Qi[h] . Since
Pi[g^a]=Pi[a]iP"[g] and Pi[g] c Pi[h]

it follows that Pi[g^a] c Pi[a]nPilh] = Pi[a^h]. A similar argument shows that
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Qi[tr^a] c Qite^al
>f respects '. It wlll suffice to show that if g-a|11-6, then g *rh. Suppose

lx < Pi such that 1g6-9 but x{a'h, then lw E } such that w>a-h and r$a-g
Since wla-g and rv>a it follows fhat w$g, Thus 3y € ft such that g>y, and hly as

h3w. Thus pilgl f pitnl since y e ! c Pi,
The argument for x<a-h and x$a-g follows a similar method using the Qi

set.

Theorem 2,4:

If f € L, a finite lattice, then >r = 3t
Proof:

By Lemma 1,2 it rrill sri:ffice lo show that )1 ) 11 and that f is minima.l in
that f )yg <> g=f.

Suppose that f>1g. If p e P1, then p E fi[i] c fi[g], hence p<g. Thus f<g since
f=vPr. if p' { Q', ttren p' + Qr'tf I ) Qi[g] rrence p'gg. Thus vq € q;q>g and g<f.

To complete the proof it will be enough to show that g |th implies g tr1 h.
Suppose then tha! g |1h. There are two possible cases:

Case 1: lp e Pi such that g>p and h*p
Case 2: lp e Qt' suctr that g{p and h>p

Case 1, Since p€Pi there exists a sequence of joln and meet irreducibles
p=po, er, pz, gs, . . . , pi € Pr such that pj e Q+r and qi e Fj*r, for 1<j<i. Define w(z)
to be the lattice word

w(c) = ( . . . (((r ^p)-q,)^pz). . -ei-r)^pi

Itom the definition of Pi and
w(h)<pr, it follows that g tr h.
Moreover gr is maximal
((e^p)'qr)^p, = pr. Ttrus

w(e)=( .. ((pr-q')^pn)-

the argument below, which shows w(g)=p1 and
Since g>p and p*qr it follows that (g^p).qr>qt,
subject to qr*pz because gr € Fe, hence

' ' -qi-r)^Pt

It follows by inductlon that w(g)=pt. On the other hand (h^p)-qr=q, and
(qr^pz)<qr so (qr^ps)-q=q and

w(tr)=1 (qr^po)- -qi-r)^pi

which by induction equals w(h)=q-l^pi < pi

Case 2. In this case let

v(z) = 1. . (((r ^p)-qr)^pz)' )-cj-r

where q1,p2, 9i-r € Q1 is a sequence of irreducibles such that p; < 8:-r and
gr € F:-r, for 1<j<i. By adapting the argument above it can be shown that v(h)>q
and v(g)=q hence g t1 h.



As an immediate corollary to Theorem 2.4:

Cor,2.b:
gqh iff Pr'lel = Pr'[h] ana Q"[g] = Qithl

Theorem 2.4 and Cor. 2.5 generalise results previously established for finite
distributive lattices (c.f. [Z] Cor. 3.4), bul other results described in [2] cannot
be generalised. For instance, computational equivalenc e is not in general

deflned by a retract of a finite lattlce onto an interval ll is of interest to note

however that aII preorders and congruences on a finile lattice which respect the

lattice operations can be defined in a fashion similar to that described above

(see [4] and compare [2] Lemma 2.1).

$3. Computational equiwalence and replaceability in terms of covering edges'

In ttris section, an alternaLive characterisation of Er and ft is described lf
a,b are two elements of a finile lattice, then alb (a covers b) if
V x<a:x>b +x=a. lThen two elements have a coverin€ relationship between
them, they are connected by a edge in the Hasse diagram ln lhis section it is
proved that elements of a flnite lattice are computalionally equivalent or
replaceable if they are connected by a path of special covering edges

The first part of this section defines a relation between covering edges in
the lattice from which a pre-order "<" is defined, This pre-order is then shown to
be equivalent Lo replaceability. This leads in particular to an alternative
definitlon of the sets pi ana Qi of the previous section.

Defn If L is a finite lattice, a,b e L, and a)b, then lhe pair (a,b) is called a

covering edge and denole bY (a,b)-

A Iattice word w is an alternating uord it can be expressed as

w(z) = 1 " ((t^zr)-2")^' ' ')^zn where n>0 and 21,22, ..,2"' are

lattice elernents. (This definition includes olternating words beginning
with ' since it is possible to set zr= 1 .)

it <a,b> and (c,d> are covering edges, and w is an alternating word

such that w(a)=s an6 w(b)=d, then (a,b) reduces to <c,d> (denoted

<a,b> + <c,d>) via w.

Obviously 't is a reflexive a.:rd transitive relation, however it can be easly

shown that in a general lattice that it is not symmetric (see Example 1). It L is a

modular lattice, then 't is an e quivalence relation.

Proposition 3.1 :

In a modr:lar lattice M, the relation -t defnes an equivalence relation on the

coverin€ edges of M.

Proof:

Let a,b€M such that a ) b andlet c €Mbe any element ltwillbe shown

that either a.c ) b-c 61 6-s=!ws and dually. let d be any element such thaL

a-c>dlb-c, 15"s 4=d^(a-b-c) and by modularity d^(a- (b-c)) = (b-c)- (d^a), If
d>a then ct= (b-c)' (d^3) = a-s, otherwise d^a<a so d^a<b and
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d=(b*c)-(d^a)=b-c, Similarly for ^.
To prove that <a,b>-t<c,d> implies <c,d>-+<a,b> for two covering edges

<a,b> and <c,d>, induclion on the length of the alternating word mapplng <a,b>
to (c,d) is used.

Bo.se cose, Suppose that <a,b>-rcc,d> via a word w(r) of Iength one, ie
w(z)=3-t or w(:r)=z^y for some element y € M. If w(z)=2-y then the lattice
word v(z)=z^6 will map <c,d> -t <a,b> because c^a=a and b<d^a<a. Similarly if
w(z)=2^y then v(z)=z-6 is an jnverse map.

Inductian Sfep. Let <a,b>+<c,d> by an alternating word w(:) of length n.
In this case the w(r) can be split into two words u(r) and v(r) of lengths n-1 and
1. By the nrst part of the proof <u(a),u(b)> is a covering edge, hence by
induction there exists an lnverse word u'(u ) mapping <u(a),u(b)> + <a,b> and a
word v'(z) mapplng <c,d> -t <u(a),u(b)>. Hence by transitivity there is an
alternating word w'(r) mapping <c,d> -) <a,b>.

Lemma 3.2:

Suppose that L is a finite lattice, c € L and <a,b>,<g,h> are covering edges
in L.

If there exisLs x,y such that a'c>x>y>b-c and <x,y>+<g,h) then
<a,b)a<9,D, and dually.

Proof:

Let w be the alternating word w(z)=((z-y)^x). Thenw(a)=xa.taw(b)=y,
hence <a,b> -+ <x,y>, and by transitivity of -+ the result is proved.

Defn Let L be a finite lattice and tet a,b,f € L such ttrat a>U. It
<a,b>-t<f,z> for some z € L such that f )z then <a,b> is a non-upper-
replaceableedge rith reErect to f (ie b can't replace a). If there
doesn't exist such an alternating word then <a,b> is a upper-
replaceable€Ge with reqrect to f .

If <a,b>+<y,f> for some y € L such that ylf then (a,b> is a non-
lorerreplaceable-€dge vith respect to f- In the remainder of this
section only replaceable edges with respect to f are considered, and
the "nrt f " elause is omitted.

Deflne a pre-order <r on L such that a<rb if :n>0 and a sequence oI
elements x6 (=a),x1,x2, . . . , x,, (=b) where
tlther

x1)x;n1 and (xi,x1a1) is a lower-replac eable -edg e

Lemma 3,3;

Xi*t )xi and (x;11,xi) is a upper-replaceable -edge
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If L is a finite lattice and f E L, then the pre-order <r respects the lattice
operations.

Proof:

Suppose x <r y. It will be shown thal Va: x^a <r y^a a;1d x-a <r y-a.
Assume x^a*y^a. Since x (1 y there exists a sequence of elements
za (=x),h, . . . ,zkey) such that eithzr zi\4a1and <4,4'.1>{r<y,f) for some y}
t or 4rr)4 and <z;11,2i>b<f,z) for some z where f ) z,

Consider the sequence zo^a1r^a, . . . ,zk^a. If 
=i 

such that zi^a=zi+l^a then
remove zi+r^a from the sequence. If z;^a>4*t^a but does not cover it then
introduce new elements so that there is a covering chain from zi^a to zi+r^a. By
Lemma 3.? every edge between zi^a and zial^6. iII this covering chain is lower-
replaceable since <4,2i+l> is lower-repiaceable. Similarly introduce new
elements if necessary for 4*r^a1q^3. Hence there edsts a sequence of
elements from x^a to y^a s..5 ,hat x^a <f y^a

The case for - is similar.

Theorem 3.4:

Let L be a finite latlice and let a,b € L, then
a<yb <+ atr1 b.

Proof:

By Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 3.3 above it wiil su.ffice to show lhat
f r and f is minimal under (1 (ie g <1 t + g=f).

By definition of (1, I is minimal since no edge adjacent to f
upper-replaceable.

Let a,b € L be such that a{1b; it will be shown that ad1b. Consider a
sequence of elements a=)fo,Xr, . . . , xk=a^b and b=ye,yl,...,ym=a^b, where xi>-
xi.,1 orrd yilyi+r. Since a{1b there exists either a non-}ower-replace able-edge
(Xi, xi1 1) or a non-upper-repiaceable-edge (Ii,Xt+ r).

In the former case, since (xi,xi.*1)+(],f ) for some ylf, there exists an
alternating word w(r) such that. w(x1)=y and w(x1a1)=f. Hence the lattice word
v(5)=w( (z^x)-1t*r ) maps a to y and b to f and a t1 b.

The laLter case is dealt wiLh similariy.

Defn l,et L be a fnite lattice and let a,b € L such that a>b. If <a,b) is Uott a
upper-replaceable and a lower-replaceable-e dge then <a,b> is a
collapsible edge.

Define an equivalence relation Q by a Q b if a=b or there exists a path
of collapsible edges from a to b.

Theorem 3.5:

Let L be a finite lattice and let a.b € L. then
aQb <+ aQb

<r contains

is Iower or
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Proof:

By Lemma 1.2 it will sufiice to show that q is a lattice congruence which
leaves f solitary and contains q.

The proof that Q is a congruence is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.3, and
uses the same construction for the new sequence from x^a to y^a 6tr4 from x-a
to y'6,

Obviously Q leaves f solita-ry since no edges adjacent to f is collapsible.
Lastly, the proof that <, contains trr in Theorem 3.4 can be adapted to

prove that q contains El, and is Ieft to the reader.

An alternative deflnition of the sets pi ana Qi can now be given.

Deln Let f € L, a flnite lattice, andlet P be the set of all join-irreducibles,

P! = lp € P | <p,k> is a c overing edge and is non-upper-replaceablei

Qi = [p € P I <p,k> is a covering edge and is non-lower-repiaceable]

Theorem 3.6:

Let f ,g,h be elements of a finite lattice L, then

g .y h <+ pr[g] : pi[h] and Qrlgl E er[h]

Proof:

+: Suppose g fl h: Since g can replace h there exists a sequence of tattice
elements xo(=g),xr, ..,x"(=h) such that either x')x;11 and <x1,xir1>b<y,f> or
xi*tlxr and <x1*t,xi>b<f,z> for some ylf and f )2, It will be shown that vi:
P'{&] 2 P1[x1*1] and Q![x1] c Qy[x1*,] from which the resr:lt follows. Suppose x;]
X;11 then Prlxi] >P!lx,*r], so only need to consider the Q'; set. Let pEQilxi],
since p € Q't there exists k € L and an alternating word w(z) such that plk and
w(p)=y and rr(k)=f for some y>f. Since (x1,xi11) is a lower-replaceable-edg e it
follows that Xi f; Xi11. Let v(c) be the alternating word v(z)=yy1 (k-(p^e) ); 1yr""
v(x;)=y. If xt*rlp then v(xi*r)=f, contradicting x;C1xi*1, hence xi*r>p and
Qifxi] c Q 1[x1*1].

The case of xi11!x1 is dealt i.{ith similarly.
<: To show that gflh it will sufiice to show that there exisLs a path of

upper- and lower-replaceable-edges from g to h. Let c = g^h, and consider the
path formed by two chains of elements E=xr,xz, c = yj, . . . ,Ie,yt=h
where xi ) xirr and h ) Ii*r. Hence Pi[h]=P'r[c] E P'{e] and
a'r[e]=atl"] c Q'r[h] It will be shown that al] edges (Xi,X111) are lower-
replaceable and all the edges <yi,yi11) are upper-replaceable and hence g try h,

Suppose for a contradiction that the edge (yi,Iirr) is a non-upper-
replaceable edge. Since yi>y;a1 there exists a j oin-irre ducible p such that p<n
but p$y;*1. I€t n=p^yi+r and define m such that p>mln If rn is not a join-
irreducible then there exists another j oin-irreducible p' such that p'<m but
p'+n. Since the lattice is finile the above argunent can be repeated to show
that there exist <m',n'> such that m'<n buL m'$yia1 and m' is a join-irreducible



and yi+l>n. Since m'-Yi+r=Yt and n'w5*t=yi11 the edge <m',n'> is a non-upper-
replaceable and hence m' € P'r and hence m' E P'dy'], However m'4 P'r[yi*r]
hence m' { p'd"], contradicting the fact that P'dy]=P'r[s].

The proof that every (Xi,X;11) edge is lower-replaceable is similar.

$4. The complexity of deciding replaceability and computational equivalence.

In this section, T?teorem 2,6 is used as the basis for an algorithm which
decides whether two elements g,h are computationally equivalent or replaceable
with respect to a third element f in a finite lattice L. It will suffice to describe
lhe following algorithm, which calculales the sets pj ana Qi in time polynomial
in the size of L: Lo decide whether g and h are computationally equivalent or
replaceable modu-lo f it is only necessary to determj.ne which elemenls of Pi and

Qi are less than g and h:

Algorithm 4.1:

input: The latlice L=[xr, . . , , xlll, together with an NxN lable specifying aII order
relations, and an element f in L.

Output; The sets P1' and Qy' which determine the relations Ey and !1

Method:

1) Topotogically sort the elemenls of L into a sequence xr,xg, . . . , xN such that
xi>xj lmPlies i>j.

2) For each element xi scan the elemenLs x1 to xi-1 from lett to right to
determine the maximal elements ( xi. This identifies the subsequence
pr,. . . ,pr of join-irreducibles (those elements which cover a unique
elemenL), and the list of eiements which xi covers.

3) Determine the elements which each xi is covered by, and form the
subsequence ql, . . , , qs of meet-irre ducibles by the dual of Step (2)

+) For each join-irreducible p; and each meel-irreducible qj deLermine the sets

Ft and Q: as follows:

for i=1 Lo r do p1 = yr.

for1=1 1o s do{, = P
for i=1to r do I

for j=s downto 1 do I
if q*Pi then

if vp < {: p$p thenqj = qjupj
it vq € pi: qj+qthen Fi = Fiuqj

t

l
i
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5) For each covering edge <p,k>, where p ls a join-irreducible and p<f,

determine whether there is an element u covered by f such that k<u and

p{u; delermine P(f) as lhe set of join-irreducibles p ior which such a u
exists. Determine Q(f ) similarly.

6) Starting wilh lhe set P; = P(f), repeatedly. compute P,*, = fl until
Pr = Pr*r = Pr'has been determined Determine Qi.mlt*ty.

The complexity of steps (t), (Z) ana (3) is o(N'z) Step (+) has complexity
O(rs+ss). Step (5) has complexity O( 1r + ms ) where I and m are the number of

elements covered and covering f respectively Since it is only necessary for an

ireducible to appear once in the calculation of Pi, step (6) has complexity
O(r3+ss). In a lattice (such as FDL(!)) where the number of lrreducibles and the

number of elements around t is smail compared with the size of the lattice, the

complexity of this algorithm is O(NP), but it may olherwise be o(Ns).

lThen deciding replaceability and computational equivalence for monotone

boolean functions, this algorilhm is of course unreasonable, since it requires the

order relations in FDL(n) as input lndeed:

Theorem 4.2:

The decision problem NONREP:

" Given monotone formulae representing f ,g,h in FDL(n), is g i; n ?"

is NP-complete.

Proof:

Cor.3.4 in [2] shows that NONREP is in NP: it is only necessary to guess an

appropriaLe prime implicanl or prime clause of f and verify that i! distinguishes
g and h.

Now observe ttnt determining whether a given pair of monotone boolean

formula in free variables xl,xe, . . . , xn represent distincl elements of FDL(n) is

an NP-complete problem. ( \t w(21,22,. . . , z") is a general boolean formula, and
'l{(xr,*e, . . . ,xn,Yr,Yz, . . . , y',) is a monoLone boolean formula, derived from w by
repeated application of de Morgan's laws, such that
\{(4,22,.,2r,,2'r,z'2,."2'n)=w(2t,22,",4),Lhenwissatlsflableifandonlyif
(W(xr,xz, ..,xn,Yr,Yz' .,Ir,) - L) ^ U + L, where L=rlx1^y1 't6 

g=ix;-Ii )

Since the monotone boolean formulae A and B represent the same element if
and only if A is replaceable modulo A by B, it follows that NONREP is an NP-

complete decision problem.

A very similar argumen! can be used to show thal non-computaliona'l-

equivalence of monotone boolean functions is also NP-complete

$5. Computational equivalence in other contexts'

ln this section, replaceability and compulational equivalence in particular
classes of cornnutative semigroups is considered.



A semilattice is a commutatlve semigroup in which every element is
idempotent. The semilattice (L,-) is ordered by f<g iff f-g=g.

lf f,g € L, then the class of g modulo -f is determined by the set oI
solutions of the equation g-x = f. This set is empty unless g<f, so that il is
essentially enough to consider try whenf ls the largest element of L.

Ttreorem 5. 1:

Let M be the set of proper maximal elements of a finite semilattice L. For g
in L, Iet M[g] denote [m e M I n>g].

Then g !, h in L ifl M[g] ) M[h].

Proof: Suppose that M[g] > M[h], Given x in L, we have
g-x=1 if and only ir M[g] n M[x] = p

Thus g';=1 implies h-x=1, and gfrh.
Conversely, if m e M[h] and m f M[g], tfren m.g=1, whilst m-hr1.

Cor.5.2:

If (L,-) is a finite semilattice, and M is the set of proper maximal elements
of L, then L,/Ft is isomorphic with a sub---semilattice of the boolean lattice 2lul,
and has lMl proper maimal elements.

Theorem 5.1 applies in particu-lar to a lattice L which is regarded as a semi-
lattlce. If D is a finite distributive lattice, and f € D, then replaceabillty on the
interval 1=[f(t),p(t)] has the following curious characterisation:

Cor.5.3:

x :r y in (1,^,.) iff I f114 x in (1,^) and y lu6 x in (1,-)

Proof:

As described in [11, l(f)=ow"r(p-F), and it is easy to verify that X(f) is

covered by lP;l elements, viz. the elements of the form:
P'-I(r),

where p' €Pr. It y,z e [r.(t),pr(t)], tnen
Ya14z ifi Pr[z] c &lyl

by Theorem 5. 1, and a dual argurnenL establishes that
y=r4jz ift a{zl c a,[y].

The result then f ollows immediately trom 12] Cor. 3,4 (cf Cor. 2.5 above).

It seems to be difficult to deal more generally with replaceability iri
commutative semigroups; a wide range of difierent characteristics is observed.
For instance, if S is generated by a single element s then there is a stem k and a
period p such that

sk = sk+P
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and S = [s,sz,...,sk-r,sk,sknt,...,.k*o 1]. lt is easy to verify that if f=st, there are
essentially two cases to consider. If t<k, then E, has the equivalence classes:

Isi, Is2],. .. , lst- I i,lst,. . ., sk*n-t;,
and Er on S/ Clr is trivial, whilst if t>k, then tr, is defined by

St+t E, St+i-p
for 1<i<k+p-t-1, so that S/ tr1 has stem k'(k and period p, and I, on S/ Ily is
defined by si f, si+P for 1<i<k'.

As a less trivial example, computational equivalence in ((,,) is
characterised using the propositions below, which justify the follow.ing procedure
for determining (4,/ nr , tr1 ,.) for each residue f such that O<f<n:

t. Iu1 4=(f,n), where d=nif l=0
2. partition the group of units 7i of 7o (the residues coprime to n) into

coDgruence classes U1,U2, . . . , U1 modu-lo n/d.
3. construct the equivalence classes of Ey as the sets of the form:

rU1 where r I d, and 1<i<t,

together wILh Z=4tf g I rU, if Z is non-empty (that is, iJ flo).
rldi=l

4. note that for any equivalence class C+2, the residue class of x modu_lo n/d,
and (x,n) are both independent of the choice of x within C; denoling these
invarianLs by p(C) and d(C) respectively, construcl fr as the set of
replacements of the form C !y C', for which C=2, or neither C nor C, is Z and
I equivalence elasses A, B and B' such that C=A.B, C'=A.B', p(B)=p(e,)=1
and d(B) | d(B'),

Thris proeedure is based upon the characterisation of tl1 and tr, given in
Theorem 5.6, Cor. 5.8 and Theorem 5.9 below; some simple preliminary lemmas
are required.

Lemma 5.4: If gcn and (g,n)=r, then f a e [i such that ag=r (mod n).
Proof:

(g,n)=r < n, whence I k such that 1<kcnzr and g=|ap. Moreover (k,n/r)=1,
Let p1, . . . , pr be the prime factors of n which do not divide k. (This is a

non-empty set, since (k,nZr)=1 and r < n.) Then a=pr. . pt(n/r)+k is co-prime
to n: if p I n, then

either p l kandp X pr. .p.(nZr)
or p { kandp lpr...pt(n/r).

Moreover, I = kr = ar (mod n), whence r=-ag (mod n),

Lemma 5.5: If a e !,i and f € 4, then
(r, Jr = J.r
(ii) g lr h iff ag !1 ah
Proof:

(i) Suppose that g fr h. Then
gx = af * g-ax = f +hax = f =+ hx = af,
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so lhat g 34 h, Similarly g far h + g :Lt"rt=t h.

(ii) Suppose that g !1 h. Then
agx = f + gx= 6f =) hx = aJbY (i),

from which it follows that ahx = f. This proves that ag !1 ah, and the converse

f ollows by s]'rnmelry.

Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5(i) show that lt is sufiicient to conslder the

relations =d where d ln. indeed, t1 coincides with fd, whsrs d=(f,n) (The

special case f=0 is obtained by taking d=0.)

Consider then the computational equivalence class of g modulo d, where d is

a divisor of n, and (g,n)=r. If d<n and r { d, the congruence gx=d (mod n) is
insoluble: ln this case, g tra 0, and g is replaceable by any other residue when

computin€ d. Otherwise:

Ttreorem 5.6: if (g,n)=r I a I n, then
I fa h iff h=kg (mod n) where k=1 (mod n/d)

Proof:

Suppose that h=kg (mod n), where k=1 (mod n/d) Then
gx=d (mod n) + hx=kgx=kd=d (mod n).

Conversely, suppose that g 16 h, and let a € Z; be chosen as in Lemma 5 4

so that ag=r (mod n). From r ld ah and r.(d/r)=d, it follows that ah (d/r)=d
(mod n), and that ah is a multiple of r, say kr. Moreover, kd=d (mod n), so lhat
k=1 (mod n/d), and

L - ^=L -r -F- -l-- f* ^l * \Ir:aaLr:Aar :^c\rrrvqrl/.

Cor.5.?:

If (g,n)=1 ld I n' ther.
e fa h + (e,n) | (t,n) l d and (gd,n) = (hd,n)

Proof:

Suppose that (g,n)=r I d I n, and that g 3a h. Since the congruence gx=d
(mod n) is soluble by Lemma 5.4, so also is hx=d (mod n), proving that (h,n) | d

By Theorem 5.6, there is a k=1 (mod n/d) such that h:kg (mod n). From this
congruence, it follows that r | (h,n), Moreover:

hd = kgd = gd (mod n)

proving thal (hd,n) = (gd,n)

Cor, 5.8: it (g,n) | d I n, and g=h= 1 (mod n/d) then
B la h ifi (e,n) | (h,n)

Proof:

If (g,n) | (h,n), then f k such lhat g=la[ (mod n), by Lemma 5 4, Certainly
k=1 (mod n/d), since g=h=1 (mod n/d), so that g !6 h by Theorem 5 6

The converse follows from Cor, 5.?.
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Theorem 5.9: If g,h ( Zh, and (e,n)=r I d I n, then

g tra h iff (h,n)=1 *t6 !a,b e fi such that

a=b (mod V d) and g=aa, h=br (mod n)

Proof: Suppose that (h,n)=y, and that a,b e { satisfy
g=ar (mod n), h=br (mod n) and a=b (mod n/d).

Tihen g=kh (mod n), where k=aE (mod n), and k=1 (mod n/d) since a = b (mod
n/d). Thus g !a h by Theorem 5.6, and h:a g by s)'rnmetry.

For the eonverse: suppose that gtrah. Cor. 5.? establlshes directly that
(g,n)=(h,n)=r Applying Lemma 5.4, let a,b € Zd be such that ag=bh=r (mod n),
and choose x such that gx=d (mod n). then

Arx=gx=d (mod n) + hx=brx=d (mod n),
whence ad=rx=bd (mod n), provlng that a = b (mod n/d).

Cor, 5.10: Suppose that (g,n)=p lrI ln. If g fd h and (fr,n;=., thengtrdh.
Proof:

By Ttreorem 5,6, : k such that h-kg, and k=1 (mod n/d), By Lemma 5.4, l
u € Z; such that h=ug (mod n). Thus kg=ug (mod n), proving that k=u (mod
n/r), and that k=u=1 (mod n/d). TheoremS,gthenshowsthathtrag,
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Some illustrative examPl es'

The simple examples below serve to complement the description of

computationaL equivalence and replaceability in finite lattices given above'

nxarnple 1 shows that Proposition ?.2 is false for general lattices' Example 2

illustrates the definition of the set Pl Example 3 illustrates the construction of

ti" t"t. Pi anil Qi, and the form of the computational equivalence and

ruplaceability relations. Example 4 shows tbat computational equivalence is not

generally associated with a retract onto aJI interval'

Fr=lqr,qsJ

!r=[psl

(Pr,Pa) + (P+,Ps)

(pe,ps) b <Pr,Pa>

ExamPle 1.

P(f ) = lpr,Pz,Ps,Pl,Ps]

Pr = [Pr,Pr,Psl

ExamPle 2



Example 3,

P1 = [a,bj A= ltl

Pr = [z,al Q, = [c,di

F = ta,bi Q, = 1iy xJ

t{cqi = lc,d, et

Bold iines join computationally

equivalent elements. Arrows point to

computationally more powerful elements.

(((e^e)*x)^d)-f = h.(((e^e)-x)^d)-f = f

Qi = lq,,q",q*,q",*i

zqqB & x+Y

Example 4.

e f 5 since



The characterisation of computational equivalence and replaceability in
((, ) given in $5 is illustrated by the following example, which describes these
relations for n= 12:

The units ot (Z.12,') are 1,5,?,11. The possible computational equivalence relalions
are determined by the divisors of 12, iz. I,2,3,4,6,12. The relations tra and !6
for each divisor d of 12 are as follows:

d=1: The computational equivalence classes are t1l tbl t?l l11i l0 2 3 4 6 B 9 10J,

and there are no non-trivial replaceabilily relations.

d=2: The units separate into two classes modulo n/d=6, viz. [1 7l 15 11]. The

other computalional equivalence classes are [2i l10l and [0 3 4 6 I9l There are
no non-triviaJ replaceability relations,

d=3: The units separate into lwo classes modti-lo n/d=+, iz. [1 5] l7 11] The

other computational equivalence classes are [3i [9i and [0 2 4 6 B 10l The only
non-trivial replaeeability relation for elements = 1 (mod n/d=4) is [1 5] f a [9J
The only other non-trivial replacemen! is l? 11i =6 [3]. There are no non-trivial
repiaceability relations.

d=4: The units separate into two classes modulo n/d=3, viz. [1 7] [5 11J. The

other computational equivalence classes are [a] [8] [2] [10] and [0 3 6 9]. The

non-trivial replaceability relations for elements = 1 (mod n/d=3) are

[1?J :d [10] fd [4j.
The only other non-trivial replacements are [5 r1] fd lZJ ld [B].

d=6: The units define a single class modulo n/d=Z, iz. [1 5 7 11J. The oLher

computational equivalence classes are [2 101 13 9J [6] and [0 a 8] The only non-
trivial replaceability relation for elements = 1 (mod n,u d=2) is

[1 5 ? 11i ]a [3 el.
The only other non-trivial replacement is [2 10i :a [6]
d=12: The r:nits define a single class modu-Io n/d=!, iz. [1 5 ? 11]. The other
computalional equivalence classes are le 101 [3 9l 14 8l 16l and [0J. In this case,

n/d=l, so that aII residues are = 1 (mod n/d), and the valid replacement
relations are defined by the divisors of 12 ordered by divisibiiity: viz.

[15 ? 11J 
=d [2 101 rd [6] fd[0], [15711i :d{3el f d t6l, [2 10i ra148] :d [0],

That ls, lhe ordering by replaceability defines the ideal lattice of the ring (Zn, ).


